Eaton Controls
Ametrix
Asymmetric indirect. Wall, ceiling, suspended, semi-recessed and cove.
Atrilite
Commercial, exit, emergency lighting and inverters
Corelite
Linear indirect and direct/indirect suspended and cove luminaires.
Crouse-Hinds
Classified LED Lighting solutions for the most demanding environments
Ephesus Lighting
Sports, entertainment and industrial LED Solutions.
Fail-Safe
Vandal Resistant security luminaires for complex environments.
Halo
Recessed, track, surface and architectural downlighting.
Invue
High performance area, site, flood and landscape luminaires.
iO Lighting
LED surface, recessed and linear point source solutions.
Iris
Specification grade residential and commercial downlighting.
Lumark
Industrial, outdoor, sports and parking structure lighting.
Lumiére
Architectural grade landscape and outdoor luminaires.
McGraw-Edison
Architectural area, flood, roadway and parking structure lighting.
Metalux
Specification and commodity grade ambient lighting products.
MWS
Modular wiring for fixtures and power distribution.
Neo-Ray
Architectural linear, surface, pendant, perimeter and recessed luminaires.
Portfolio
Specification grade downlighting.
RSA Lighting
Cutting-edge lighting systems. Multi-lamp, recessed, and suspended.
Shaper Lighting
Decorative architectural and exterior lighting
Sure-Lites
Commercial and architectural emergency lighting and exits.

Eaton Controls
Fifth Light
Digital addressable lighting interface controls (DALI).
Greenegg Controls
Architectural lighting controls, relay panels and sensors.
iLumin
Architectural dimming, handles any load, modern user controls.
Zero88
Theatrical dimming, control consoles and distribution equipment.

ACDC (Zumtobel Group)
Architectural LED downlights, linear floods, exterior and accent lighting.
Acolyte
LED Ribbonlyte, aluminum extrusions, and accent lighting
Arborlight
Dynamic daylight on demand, tuned to geographic coordinates and time.
Archlit
High performance architectural LED linear, single point and systems.
ARON Lighting
High performance LED for commercial, office, educational and industrial.
Avid Labs
Custom solutions for architectural lighting.
Axis Lighting
Architectural linear suspended, surface and recessed LED Luminaires
Beta-Calco
Architectural contemporary with fluorescent and LED light sources.
BlackJack Lighting
Decorative lighting fixtures specifically design with LED light sources.
Boca Flasher
Monochromatic and Color changing advanced LED lighting products
Bruck (LEDRA Brands)
Performance LED Track systems and fixtures.
Celestial Lighting
Low ambient cove, niche applications and Accent LED Lighting
Civilight
High Performance Specification LED Lamps
CSL Lighting
LED Downlighting, accent, sconce, and pendant luminaires.
Dado Lighting
Fits in a slot in the wall to allow horizontal designs with a soft luminous light.
Duray Lighting
Surface, recessed, and custom fluorescent and LED luminaires.
Eclipse Lighting
Indoor/outdoor architectural sconces, decorative & vandal-resistant fixtures.
élan Lighting
Modern sculptures of light for interior spaces
Ember LED
Sustainable Architectural Solar and LED lighting for outdoor use.
Enlighted Controls
Wireless Smart Sensor technology brings enterprise property to the IoT.
Everlast
Michigan Made LED and Induction Lighting
Fabbian
Modern lighting design, wall, ceiling, table, and pendant elements
FLOS
Contemporary decorative lighting with the latest technology and innovation.
General Structures
Steel and Aluminum poles and accessories. Made In Michigan.
Hapco
High quality aluminum and steel poles and pole accessories.
Iluminarc
Indoor and outdoor white LED and RGB LED lighting and DMX controls.
Industrial Lighting Solutions
Industrial pole mounting solutions.
Interactive Technologies
DMX controls for the architectural, entertainment, and studio lighting markets.
Intrigue Lighting
Architectural, pedestrian-scale, exterior lighting fixtures
Isolite
Emergency Mini-Inverters, Emergency Lighting, and Exit Signs
Ketra
Tunable digital lighting systems with lamps, luminaires, controls and software
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Kurtzon Lighting
LED Clean Room, Security, MRI & Medical, Surgical Fixtures

Lighting Services Inc.
Premier track, accent, display and LED lighting systems.

Ligman Lighting USA
Architectural floodlighting, area, inground, underwater, step lighting and bollards.

LucaLight
Directed solid state lighting products for libraries and other commercial markets.

Luce Plan
Interior and exterior decorative lighting that enhances the quality of living.

Lucifer Lighting
Low Voltage and LED adjustable downlights, track and cylinders.

Lukas Lighting
Custom and Standard Decorative indoor lighting.

LumaFilm (Heilux)
Thin and flexible, planar LED light emitter that does not require a heat sink.

Lumato Lighting
Linear LED pendant and wall mount products.

Lumax Lighting
Made In USA commercial and industrial lighting since 1976.

Lumini
LED tape lighting, backlighting, extrusions, and step lighting.

Luminis
Indoor and Outdoor Architectural Lighting

Lumium Lighting
LED linear pendant fixtures for the architectural marketplace

LUX Dynamics
High Abuse, Extreme Efficiency, LED and Fluorescent High-bays, American Made.

LVS
UL 924 Inverters & Emergency Power Controls.

Mercury Lighting
LED Ambient Recessed, Industrial, and Task Lighting

Modalight
Recessed, cabinet, display, wall, ceiling, landscape, cove, linear tape lighting

Modular Lighting Instruments
Architectural lighting fixtures and lighting profiles. Indoor and outdoor lighting.

Molto Luce (LEDRA Brands)
Italian decorative pendant, surface, and sconce luminaires.

Myers Power Products
Emergency Lighting Inverter Systems, ranging from 175 VA/W to 50 kVA / kW.

Oxygen Lighting
Contemporary decorative glass pendants, sconces and ceiling luminaires.

Pace Lighting
Indoor and Outdoor architectural lighting.

Peachtree Lighting
High-quality, high-performance commercial-grade downlighting luminaires.

Prudential Lighting
LED Perimeter, direct/indirect pendant, wall and surface mounted luminaires.

Ragni Lighting
Contemporary High Performance Outdoor Lighting, Since 1927.

Rayon Lighting
Indoor and outdoor LED and induction lighting products.

Self Electronics
LED display and accent lighting innovation, design and production.

Senso Lighting
High quality lighting utilizing Xicato modules; track, downlights, and pendants.

Solais Lighting
High Quality LED lamps and retail lighting fixtures.

SORAA
LED’s built from pure gallium nitride substrates - Full Spectrum LED Lighting.

SpecGrade LED
High Powered LED Industrial, Sportslighting and Floodlighting.

SportSentry Systems
Sports lighting and controls for all levels of athletics

Sternberg Lighting
Traditional and architectural lighting, poles, bollard and site amenities

Stonebridge Lighting
 Affordable Streetscape and Decorative Outdoor Lighting.

Structura
Custom site poles, bollards and site amenities.

Studio Lilica
Custom architectural lighting and luminous fabric sculptures.

Teron Lighting
Ceiling, wall, and pendant commercial luminaires.

Touché Lighting Control
Distributed relay simple lighting controls.

Troy RLM
Commercial and industrial lighting designed to reflect light in downward direction.

Uni-Post
Flexible Contemporary and Decorative Lighting Poles

Visionaire Lighting
Outdoor area, bollard, wall, and parking garage luminaires.

Vista Professional Outdoor Lighting
Architectural accent and Landscape lighting, including bronze and brass fixtures.

Vivid LEDs
Interior and Exterior LED Fixtures for Commercial Use

Waldmann Lighting
Architectural, office, medical and industrial indoor and outdoor lighting.

WILA
Specification grade downlighting, track, pendant, and accent lighting.

Xeleum Lighting
Wireless RF LED Stairwell Lighting. Commercial and Industrial LED Lighting.

Zumtobel US (Zumtobel Group)
LED and fluorescent linear, recessed, downlight and track lighting systems.